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Our news service has been available since October 2005. From January 2016 we are now back 

with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as maintaining weekly headlines together with 

daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and #TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 
Milton Keynes CCG encourages use of online tools - via HealthITCentral 
 
The Rise of AI Makes Emotional Intelligence More Important - via HarvardBiz 
 
NHS.uk will use location and browser history to personalise health advice - via digitalhealth2 
 
Frail, older people 'left to struggle alone - via BBCNews 
 
Borrowed time' to save social care system from collapse - via age_uk 
 
English social care system for elderly facing 'complete collapse - via guardian 
 
Elon Musk says humans must become cyborgs to stay relevant. Is he right? - via guardian 
 
Sensely raises $8M for AI-powered virtual nurse app, eyes large-scale partnerships - via  
MobiHealthNews 
 
The hospitals that won’t trap you in a bed when you’re fit to leave - via guardian 
 
Soon we'll be able to spot diseases like cancer before we even feel sick - via guardian 
 
New central IT requirements for personal health budgets & integrated personal commissioning - 
via digitalhealth2 
 
Hidden carers: the sixty-somethings looking after parents and grandchildren - via guardian 
 
New treatment that could reverse stroke symptoms to be introduced by NHS - via Independent 
 
Brexit migration cuts could push state pension age up - via Telegraph 
 
UK could be shut out of super-accurate EU GPS system it helped to build - via Independent 
 
Two-thirds of young hospital doctors under serious stress, survey reveals - via guardian 
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Thousands go online for therapy. But does it work? - via guardian 
 
NHS hasn't improved enough since Mid Staffs, says inquiry lawyer - via guardian 
 
Drive to bring health and social care together is a well-intentioned mess - by @RichardVize - via  
guardian 
 
NHS surgeons 'kicking their heels' as bed shortages delay operations - via BBCNews 
 
Health and social care - Hunt not in the mood to make excuses - via BBCNews 
 
Robots can't solve the crisis in NHS – we still need workers with empathy - Janet Street Porter - 
via Independent 
 
Hospitals are in state of 'war', UK government adviser says - via guardian 
 
Jeremy Hunt: NHS problems completely unacceptable - via guardian 
 
NHS Health Check: Hunt says NHS problems 'unacceptable - via BBCNews 
 
AI could transform the way governments deliver public services - Eleonora Harwich - via  
guardian 
 
To solve the housing crisis we need new ideas, not garden cities - Frances Holliss - via  
guardian 
 
Patients at hospital 'admitted to virtual ward to avoid missing A&E target - via guardian 
 
£600m Arch bid to 'transform' west Wales NHS - via BBCNews 
 
NHS doctors call on prime minister to increase spending - via BBCNews 
 
A&E figures for January 'worst ever', leaked data suggests - via BBCNews 
 
The Scottish Approach to Evidence: partnership and participation - via nesta_uk 
 
Survey: UK Patients Demand Access to Digital Health Apps Through NHS Choices - via  
NowHCG 
 
A personal story: Did the Apple Watch save my life?' - zdnet.com/article - via ZDNet 
 
Adapting your home - RNIB - via RNIB 
 
Visualizing the Future of Healthcare: Images as Organizational Assets - via HealthITNews 
 
10 charts that show why the NHS is in trouble - via BBCNews 
 
Inspire grows online patient community to one million strong - via GlobeNewswire 
 
Reality Check: Who gets social care and who pays for it? - via BBCNews 
 
The Chan Zuckerberg Biohub invests $50 million in its first 47 research initiatives - via  
TechCrunch 
 
Propeller signs another major respiratory partner, Novartis - via medcitynews 
 
The Guardian view on social care: all councils need more cash - via guardian 
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Fears of 'two-tier NHS' as GPs allow fee-paying patients to jump the queue - via guardian 
 
Gloucestershire Council telecare responder scheme's failure sparks review - via BBCNews 
 
Another NHS crisis looms – an inability to analyse data - by Beth Simone Noveck - via  
guardian 
 
Implementing digital transformation - Will Smart, NHS England - via HealthITCentral 
 
Essay: What if the NHS moved most care out of hospitals? - via TheKingsFund 
 
What can be done to tackle the youth mental health treatment gap? by @PaulBurstow - via  
guardian 
 
Twenty NHS digital fast follower trusts to get £5m each - via digitalhealth2 
 
Confusing data-sharing rules could be barrier to health and care integration - NAO - via  
PublicTech 
 
Britain's A&E crisis - Corridor nurses at Royal Blackburn Hospital - via MailOnline 
 
Disabled people have particular reason to fear Brexit. Who will help us to live? - by Penny 
Pepper - via guardian 
 
Doing surgery while answering calls: An NHS surgeon's struggles - via BBCNews 
 
Reference to MH app and digital mental health at PMQs (8 Feb) - via UKParliament 
 
Study finds TytoCare's telehealth exams on par with those in-clinic - via MobiHealthNews 
 
The hospital that helps patients stay at home - via BBCNews 
 
NHS grows digital healthcare professionals network - via PMLiVEcom 
 
Pressure on hospital beds 'not improved by extra money - via BBCNews 
 
Cambridge Hospital Trust gets £10m as new ‘global digital exemplars - via digitalhealth2 
 
National Data Guardian to review health data sharing on illegal immigrants - via digitalhealth2 
 
Better care fund 'fails to reduce pressure on hospital beds - via BBCNews 
 
Could an mHealth Program Help Cut Chronic Care Costs? - via mHealthIntel 
 
Bayer expanding its digital health accelerator program to San Francisco - via medcitynews 
 
Surrey council abandons plan to raise council tax by 15% - via guardian 
 
Government's £5.3bn plan to integrate health and social care 'failing to save money' - via  
Independent 
 
What's behind delayed transfers of care? - by @nedwards_1 - via NuffieldTrust 
 
Better Care Fund not achieved expected VFM, in terms of savings, Pt outcomes or hospital 
activity - via NAOorguk 
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Number of patients stuck in hospital 'far higher than NHS data shows - via guardian 
 
Social care is on the brink. This new nightmare might push it over the edge - via guardian 
 
What really happened when Swedes tried six-hour days? - via BBCNews 
 
Science Museum's robotic delights hold a mirror to human society - via guardian 
 
Amazon's Alexa escapes the Echo and gets into cars - via guardian 
 
Direct access testing - would U.S. doctors be overwhelmed by anxious patients? - via  
ForbesHousing 
 
Stop dithering and start building - experts on the housing white paper - via guardian 
 
More affordable housing promised in White Paper - via BBCNews 
 
Why is it that we won’t countenance a reformation of the health service? - by Benedict Spence - 
via Independent 
 
The crisis in care for older people - Ros Coward - via guardian 
 
Social care crisis needs a Japanese solution - Rachel Sylvester - via thetimes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  
Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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